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Certain problems in optimal control may be formulated by the theory of Lagrange 
multipliers. Stationary controls are thus roots of an operator equation. See, e.g., 
Ref. [1, 2]. We give below a measure of the isolation of these roots. 
We will follow the notational convention thatf ' (x)  represents he Gateaux derivative 
o f f  evaluated at x, and that f ' (x,  h) is the differential o f f  at x in the direction h. 
THEOREM. Let G be a Gateaux differentiable mapping from an open convex subset C 
of a normed linear space N to a Hilbert space E. Assume that G has a root z in C, that 
G' satisfies 11G'(z, x --  z)ll ) /~ I] x - z ]l and II G'(z, x --  z) -- G'(y, x --  z)H 
L 11 x - z II II y - z II for all x, y E S and some positive ~ and L. Here S denotes the set 
{x ~ C: II x - -  z [] < I~/L. Then z is the only root of G in S. 
As an aside, we observe that since G is actually Frechet differentiable at z, the 
root z can easily be seen to be isolated. 
Proof. Let $(x) = 89 G(x)). We have ~(z) = 0 =6 ' (z )  and q~(x) = 
+ t (x  - z ) ,  x - z )  at .  
We show that ~(x) > 0 for all x e S - -  {z}. 
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Leth=x- -zandy=z+thwi th0<t  ~ 1 ; then 
r  h) = (G(y) ,  G'(y,  h)> 
= <G'(y, h), G' (y ,  h)> + (G(y )  - -  G(z) - -  G'(z, h), G' (y ,  h)> 
+ <G'(z, h) - -  G' (y ,  h), G' (y ,  h)> 
~> {ll G'(y,  h)l] - -  II G(W) --  G(z) - -  G'(z, h)ll 
- II G'(z,  h) --  G'(y,  h)ll} II G'(y, h)ll. (3) 
We now estimate: 
(a) Choosef r  E*, such that It f it  = 1 and 
11 G(y)  --  G(z) -- G'(z,  h)l[ 
= f (G(y)  - -  G(z) - -  G'(z, h)) = f (G(y ) )  - -  f (G(z ) )  - -  f (G ' ( z ,  h)) 
G' -~ f (  (~, h)) - -  f (G'Cz, h)) = f (G' (~,  h) - -  G'(z, h)) 
11 G'(~, h) - -  G'(z, h)][ ~ L [1 ~ - -  z [1 II h [[ ~ Lt  I[ h [[z. 
In  the above ,~=z+zhandO< r <t .  
(b) [[ G'(z, h) - -  G'(y,  h)]] ~< L ]] z - -  y I[ [1 h [[ - -  Lt  1[ h [[ s. 
(c) Since 1t G'(z, h)ll - -  l[ G' (y ,  h)l[ ~< ll G'(z, h) - -  G' (y ,  h)l l <~ Lt  l[ h ll ~, we have 
that 
II G'(y, h) >~ II G'(z, h)ll - tL II h 112 ~> (~ -- tL II h II)II h II. 
Combin ing a, b, c, in (3), we get 
~b'(y, h) >~ [I h [1 s (/~ - -  ta)(/z - -  3tc 0 (a : L "ll h IlL 
hence 
1 1 
~(x) = f ~'(y ,  h) dt >/l] h II' ~ (t* - toO(t, - 3ta) dt : [I h 13" (t* - -  a)2 
, /  0 "j 0 
= ]l x - -  z H 2" (/~ - -  L II x - z ll) m. 
Thus  •(x) > 0, if x e S - -  {z}. 
LEMMA. Let H 1 and H 2 be Hilbert spaces and A be a bounded linear operator f rom 
H 1 onto H 2 . Then AA*  has a bounded inverse. 
Proof. We first observe that the null space of A, N(A),  equals {0}. Take l ~/- /2,  
l 3& 0, and set y = A*l .  Suppose that y ~ N(A)  and y 3~ 0. Since l 7s 0, there exists 
x ~ N•  such that Ax = l. Thus  we have 
0 = (x ,y> = (x, A ' l>  = <Ax, I) ---- (l, l>, 
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a contradiction. Moreover, we have N(A*)= {0} and therefore N(AA*)  -- {0}. 
Thus, AA*  is a one-to-one map. Since the range of A is closed, the range of A* is 
closed [3, p. 488]. Therefore, the range of AA*  is closed. Suppose that the range 
R of AA*  is not / /2 ,  and take l 6 R • l ~ 0. Then 0 = <l, AA*I> = <A'l, A ' l>,  
a contradiction. Therefore AA*  is onto, and by the open mapping theorem (AA*) -1 
is bounded. 
Remark. I f  B: H 1 --+ HI and B has a bounded inverse, then ABA*  has a bounded 
inverse. 
Application to Constrained Minimization 
Let A be an operator from H 1 to H 2 and f a functional defined on H 1 . We consider 
the problem of minimizing f on the set S = {x ~ H 1 : A(x) = 0}. 
Let z be a stationary point o f f  on S, i.e., z ~ S, the Fr~ehet derivatives A '  andf '  
exist at z and there exists A ~ H~ such that i f (z ,  h) = <A, A'(z,  h)> for all h ~ H 1 . 
Let C o be a convex neighborhood of z and assume that there exist positive numbers 
a, fi, V, ~b, Q, 0 and v such that the following conditions hold on C o : 
(i) f has a second Gateaux derivative which satisfies 
l ift(x) - f f ( z ) ] l  ~ c~ II x - z H. 
(ii) A has a second Gateaux derivative which satisfies 
I[ A" (x)  - -  A"(z)lb <<. 3 H x - z II. 
(iii) L] A"(x)[l ~ ~' 
(iv) Set D(x) = A'(x) A'*(x). Then D-l(x) exists and satisfies 
11 D-I(x) - -  D-l(z)ll ~ @ H x - -  z I[ 
(v) 11 D-l(x)ll ~ -Q. 
(vi) Ii A'(x)l] ~ O. 
(vii) lift(x) - f'(z)]I ~ v ]1 x - z II. 
Let H = HI* @ H 2 and S 0 ---- C O @ H 2 . Let G be a mapping from S O to H defined by 
G(p) = (f '(x) --  A o A'(x), A(x)), 
where p = (x, ,~) and h o A'(x) ~ HI* is defined by (h o A'(x))h = (A'(x, h), A). 
Note that a zero of G is a stationary point o f f  on S and conversely. Let Po = (z, A) 
and define the operator C e B(H1, H1) by 
Ch = i f ( z ,  h) - -  A o A"(z, h). 
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We shall show that G'(Po) -1 is bounded. Let ~ = II G'(po) -x il and define 
L = ~ + 311All + 3),, 
M = v~20 + (4~ II A'(z)ll + ~Q)IIf(z)ll. 
THEOREM. Assume that A'[z) maps H 1 onto H 2 and that C -1 exists. Let N be a sphere 
centered at z with radius r = 1/(1 + M)~L. Then z is a unique stationary point o f f  with 
respect o S on the set N (~ C O . 
Proof. Let Ap = (h, l). Then 
G'(p, Ap) = (f"(x, h) -- h o A"(x, h) -- l o A'(x), A'(x, h)). 
We not first that G'(Po) maps H onto H. For, let (a, b) e H. Then we seek Ape H 
such that G'(po, Ap) = (a, b). Since the operator A o A'(z) also has the representation 
A'*(z)A, then, dropping the z argument for simplicity, we are led to the equations 
Ch -- A ' * l=a ,  
A'h = b, 
which has the solution 
l = (A'C-tA'*)  -t (b --  A'C-la), 
h = C-l(a § A'*l), 
where the existence of (A'C-IA'*) -1 is established by the remark following the lemma. 
It follows that G'(po) is also one-to-one and the open mapping theorem implies that 
G'(po)-I is bounded. Since we have defined 7 /= II G'(po) -~ II, we have that 
It G'(po , Ap)l[ >~ ~ II Ap II. 
A straightforward computation shows that G' is Lipschitz continuous at Po. 
We have 
[1 G'(po, Ap) -- G'(p, Ap)H ~ (~ + fl Ii A II + 2~)II x - z II II Ap It + y II A - -  A II [l Ap [1 
- -  L liP -Po l l  [I ApII. 
Therefore, G' is Lipschitz continuous at Po with constant L. It  follows then from 
the theorem that if II P - Po It ~< 1/~Z and p 3& Po, then G(p) ~- O. 
Let y e C o such that y is a stationary point o f f  on S, and let Jr be the corresponding 
multiplier. Then (y, K) satisfies 
[ '(y) = A'*(y)K, 
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and it follows from Lemma 1 that 
K = D- l (y )  A ' (y ) f ' (y ) .  
We have then 
LI A -- K 11 = H D-I(z)  A ' (z)  f ' ( z )  --  D- l (y )  A ' (y )  f'(y)JJ 
~< (~ [I A'(z)[[ I[f(z)l] + yQ []f(z)ll + v~O)HY --  z ]1 
= Mi ly - -  zqk. 
Thus, we have that 
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[] Po --  (Y, ~)]l ~ (1 + M)t] Y - -  z ]i. 
Hence, if y ~ N ~ Co, then I1 Po --  (Y, K)!I ~ 1/L~, and since G has a unique root on 
N c3 Co, we must have (y, K )  ~- Po. Q.E.D. 
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